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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, we present a resource-aware and quality-fair video content sharing system.
When a video sharing server has insufﬁcient uplink bandwidth and needs to serve multiple
video content sharing services via streaming or downloading to other client peers using
TCP transport, each service shares the limited uplink bandwidth equitably, due to the fair
sharing characteristics inherent in TCP. However this bandwidth fair sharing cannot always
guarantee quality fairness among the services, due to the speciﬁc requirements for videostreaming services, such as the playout rate and the size of the playout buffer. In our system, the server uses multiple TCP connections adaptively, depending on the anticipated
status of each client playout buffer, to guarantee the bandwidth of each video-streaming
session. By guaranteeing the quality of each video-streaming session, without the quality
loss of other service sessions, the proposed system can successfully achieve service quality
fairness. Simulation results show that our proposed algorithm can dramatically enhance
the quality of each streaming session and thus provide service quality fairness among
simultaneous multiple heterogeneous video-streaming services and content download
services.
Ó 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
On-demand Internet video-streaming services are becoming more common due to the proliferation of broadband Internet
access using cable modem and ADSL services. UDP rather than TCP was originally the preferred transport protocol for such
video-streaming services. As TCP uses retransmission and congestion control, which cause additional delays and rate variations, it was not considered appropriate for continuous media applications. However, the continuing expansion of broadband Internet access and the development of Internet infrastructure have provided much greater bandwidth and shorter
delays, and thus successful video-streaming services are now possible even with TCP. Many video-streaming services
now use TCP as it has many advantages over UDP, such as ﬁrewall traversal, bandwidth fairness, and built-in reliability [1].
In this paper, we address the case of a TCP-based video-streaming server with insufﬁcient ﬁrst-mile bandwidth, where the
term ﬁrst-mile refers to the link from a server to the ﬁrst hop in the uplink direction. With insufﬁcient ﬁrst-mile bandwidth,
the video server attempts to share video content with other peers using media streaming or content downloading. That is, a
server peer attempts to stream video content to other peers while other video content download service ﬂows using TCP are
underway, or TCP video-streaming services are in progress with several client peers. It is expected that each of several simultaneous TCP ﬂows from the server will share the limited ﬁrst-mile bandwidth of the server equitably due to the congestion
control mechanism of TCP.
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Although TCP congestion control shares the bandwidth equally among TCP ﬂows, this is not always sufﬁcient to guarantee
fairness in service quality, especially for continuous media applications such as video streaming. If the server peer serves
multiple video-streaming services to heterogeneous clients with different service requirements, such as the size of playout
buffer (PoB) and video content playout rate, then the equal bandwidth allocated to each streaming video session may cause
bandwidth problems for sessions with higher playout rates. In addition, if the server is serving simultaneous video-streaming and content download services, the video-streaming session may not be able to acquire sufﬁcient bandwidth due to the
bandwidth fair sharing of TCP transport. Therefore, bandwidth fairness can actually cause bandwidth shrinkage of the
streaming session. If this shrinkage falls below the playout rate of the video content, it can cause PoB underrun that requires
rebuffering for the client.
Studies such as that by Dalal and Perry [2] have shown that this unintended playback pause due to rebuffering is usually
perceived as severe quality degradation of the streaming service. Thus, streaming bandwidth shrinkage due to the long-term
fair-share characteristics of TCP can be directly related to quality of service (QoS) degradation issues. Moreover, if only some
video-streaming sessions suffer this sluggish playback, then service quality fairness cannot be achieved at all. Therefore, it is
very important that the bandwidth of streaming TCP sessions is guaranteed to at least a certain level to maintain service
quality fairness when a streaming session coexists with other TCP ﬂows.
Mehra and Zakhor suggested receiver-driven bandwidth-sharing systems (BWSSs) to address the opposite case to
that focused on here, i.e., where a client has insufﬁcient last-mile bandwidth [3]. To solve the problem of guaranteeing bandwidth for TCP video-streaming that is competing with other ﬂows to the client, they had the client regulate
the window size of each acknowledgment packet for all TCP-receiving ﬂows to guarantee the bandwidth of the
streaming ﬂow. Although BWSSs provide good performance in guaranteeing streaming bandwidth in cases when a
client’s last-mile bandwidth is insufﬁcient, this does not apply to the case of a server with limited ﬁrst-mile
bandwidth.
Gurses et al. adapted the selective frame discard (SFD) algorithm for streaming with TCP transport in which a server has
limited bandwidth [4]. In this case, to achieve the best quality of streaming service, the server measures available streaming
bandwidth with the aid of a modiﬁed TCP stack, and it provides a streaming-rate that is within the available rate by dropping
frames selected to cause minimal distortion. If the SFD algorithm is applied to the service scenario considered here, nonstreaming ﬂows will increase and streaming clients will suffer more degradation in quality due to the intentional frame
dropping.
Nguyen and Cheung suggested using multiple TCP connections (MultiTCP) for one streaming session to cope with shortterm ﬂuctuations in the streaming bandwidth [5]. In a streaming server, the MultiTCP control unit is located in the middle of
the TCP stack and the application opens multiple TCP connections. Using these multiple TCP connections, the congestion
window is reduced to less than that in the case of a single TCP connection during the congestion control stage; this contributes to a decrease in short-term bandwidth ﬂuctuation. Although MultiTCP can prevent short-term bandwidth ﬂuctuation, it
cannot properly handle the long-term decrease in available bandwidth caused by the fair-share characteristics of TCP. This is
because it uses a ﬁxed number of TCP connections for a streaming session regardless of the current network status, other
service ﬂows, and service requirements.
Here, we extend MultiTCP [5] to provide a resource-aware and quality-fair streaming service. We propose a multiple adaptive TCP connections for streaming (MATS) algorithm to guarantee the quality of each streaming session in the face of longterm streaming bandwidth shrinkage, due to the bandwidth fair-share characteristics of TCP, while maintaining fairness of
quality with other services. To achieve this, multiple auxiliary TCP connections are adaptively created to guarantee the bandwidth of a streaming session when bandwidth shrinkage is detected. In the proposed algorithm, the creation of the auxiliary
TCP connections is controlled by the server according to the PoB status of a streaming client. The PoB status estimate, rather
than a direct estimate of available bandwidth, is used to minimize the occurrence of any possible buffer underrun, because
the TCP throughput is difﬁcult to estimate accurately. More speciﬁcally, the server obtains feedback information from the
client on its current PoB status, the buffer underrun count it has experienced, and the measured packet arrival rate. The server uses these data to estimate the PoB status for the immediate future. If the estimated PoB falls below a low-threshold
level, the server creates one or more auxiliary TCP connections for streaming. Otherwise, if the estimated PoB is greater than
an upper threshold level, the server gradually decreases the number of auxiliary TCP connections to prevent abrupt degradation in streaming quality. Although this scheme is similar to the MultiTCP algorithm [5] in that it uses multiple TCP connections, MultiTCP uses a ﬁxed number of auxiliary TCP connections to prevent short-term bandwidth ﬂuctuations during
streaming, whereas we use multiple TCP connections adaptively to reserve just enough bandwidth for a media streaming
service in accordance with network changes and service requirements. Therefore, a video-streaming server using the proposed algorithm can minimize the occurrence of PoB underruns for each video-streaming session without compromising
the service quality of other sessions, and thus achieve fair quality service for the video content sharing system. Moreover,
due to this adaptive control, our proposed MATS algorithm exploits system resources such as TCP sockets efﬁciently while
achieving video streaming with guaranteed quality.
Simulation results under various service scenarios showed that the proposed system suffers remarkably less occurrence
of PoB underruns than conventional systems while maintaining good service quality fairness with other ﬂows for streaming
or download services. Thus, our proposed algorithm can be applied to practical video content sharing in peer-to-peer (P2P)
networks through a broadband or wireless Internet connection to enhance service quality fairness without the network socket resource of the server system becoming overloaded.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we cover the network and service environments, along with
some assumptions. In Section 3, we present the complete MATS algorithm. In Section 4, we present simulation results from a
network simulator. We present our conclusions in Section 5.
2. Network environment and service assumptions
The service architecture and network model are shown in Fig. 1. Each of the peers scattered across the Internet can be
both a server and a client for the video content sharing service via media streaming and content downloading. Each peer that
connects to the service network using broadband or wireless Internet access has less bandwidth than the backbone network.
The uplink bandwidth of each server is usually also much lower than its downlink bandwidth due to the bandwidth asymmetry characteristics of commercial broadband Internet access techniques, such as A(V) DSL, WCDMA, and mobile WiMax.
For video-streaming with this network architecture, TCP is used as the transport layer protocol to cope with ﬁrewall traversal issues, to achieve reliable transmission, and to provide service quality fairness between streaming and downloading
services. In general, video content download services use FTP/TCP protocols.
In the streaming application layer, a client sends feedback regarding its PoB status, the currently received streaming data
bytes, and measured data arrival rate periodically at a predetermined interval. The feedback data protocol is shown in Fig. 2,
and in our system implementation, the period of feedback information was set to 300 ms, which was chosen based on a video-streaming frame rate of 30 frames/s (333 ms period). The periodic feedback information includes minimal information
of about 12 bytes, and therefore has small transmission costs for a streaming client in comparison to the data streaming in
the opposite direction. The streaming server sends out pre-stored constant bit rate (CBR) video-streaming data when requested by a client. In this environment, video-streaming services are performed simultaneously with content download services or other streaming services to heterogeneous clients that have particular streaming-service requirements, such as PoB
size and video content playout rate.
3. Proposed system description
3.1. Streaming model and notation
The streaming model for our proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. Let random process A(t) denote the total number of
bytes that has arrived at a client by time t, and P(t) denote the total number of bytes played at the client by time t. As a standard practice, the streaming client application uses pre-roll buffering to reduce the effect of the delay variation from the

Fig. 1. Service architecture examples.

Fig. 2. Periodic streaming feedback information protocol.
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Fig. 3. Streaming model and notation.

network. We denote this pre-roll buffering time as s. In addition, the CBR for playback is the same as the encoding rate of
video content, and is denoted as l. Then, P(t) can be approximated as shown in Eq. (1)

PðtÞ ¼



0
if t 6 s
lðt  s  ð1 þ rebuf cntÞÞ otherwise

ð1Þ

where rebuf cnt is the occurrence count of buffering due to buffer starvation at the streaming client. The addition of 1 indicates pre-roll buffering. Let B(t) be the total number of bytes remaining in the client PoB by time t. Then we can calculate B(t)
as

BðtÞ ¼ AðtÞ  PðtÞ

ð2Þ

3.2. Playout buffer estimation
To guarantee streaming bandwidth, a server application must estimate the status of the client PoB for the immediate fub curr þ DtÞ at time t curr . Although A(t) for t 6 t curr is known to the
ture. That is, the server should ﬁnd estimated PoB status, Bðt
server based on periodic feedback information from the client, Aðt curr þ DtÞ is not deterministic because of network dynamics. As A(t) is deﬁnitely a non-decreasing function, it can be approximated by simple window-based linear regression. That is,
b
estimated arrived data level, AðtÞ
can be modeled as

b ¼ a þ bt þ e
AðtÞ

ð3Þ

where a and b are regression parameters, and e is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable. From the previous samples, the
server module estimates the regression parameters that yield the least mean square error as follows [6]

P
t i Ai  t Ai
w
;
P 2
ti  wt 2

P
b¼

w

a ¼ A  bt

ð4Þ

w

where A and t are the average number of arrived bytes and the average sample time among the previous w samples at t curr ,
respectively. Furthermore, the estimated played bytes in the streaming client can be calculated as Eq. (5) because we assume
a CBR video-streaming source.

b curr þ DtÞ  Pðtcurr Þ þ l  Dt
Pðt

ð5Þ

From the above equations, the estimated status of the client PoB for the immediate future can be obtained as

b curr þ DtÞ  Pðt
b curr þ DtÞ  Aðtcurr Þ  l  Dt
b curr þ DtÞ ¼ Aðt
b curr þ DtÞ ¼ Bðt curr Þ þ Aðt
Bðt

ð6Þ

b curr þ DtÞ using the above equations when it receives a feedback reIn our system design, the streaming server calculates Bðt
port that includes the current PoB level ðBðtcurr ÞÞ and the amount of received streaming data ðAðti Þ; t i 6 t curr Þ from the streaming client.
3.3. Guard interval estimation for new TCP connection
When a new TCP connection is created, the TCP connection probes the available network bandwidth using its congestion
control algorithm. If there are no other changes in the network, such as the creation of another TCP ﬂow, the bandwidth of
the TCP connection will stabilize at some new level after a few seconds; we call this period the guard interval. If a server
dynamically creates one or more new TCP connections for a streaming session, then it should stop creating other new
TCP connections for that streaming session during this guard interval because the guard interval is the time taken for the
newly created TCP connections to show some effect. Therefore, the guard interval can prevent excessive use of socket resources in the server system. In our proposed system, the client periodically returns the current measured packet arrival rate
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to the server, and then the server calculates the time taken for the arrival rate to stabilize whenever it creates one or more
primary or auxiliary TCP connections.
As the guard interval depends on network conditions and characteristics, it is better to make an appropriate real-time
estimate for it rather than relying on a ﬁxed value. To determine the guard interval, the server module uses the measured
arrival rate, which is embedded in feedback information from the streaming client. Using these data, the server module calculates the moving average of the arrival rate from the beginning of the streaming session. By deﬁnition, the guard interval
can be written as

tguard ¼ tstab  t init

ð7Þ

where t init is the time at which the ﬁrst primary TCP connection for a streaming session was created or the last time at which
TCP connections were newly created, and t stab is the time at which Eq. (8) would be satisﬁed.

Ravg ðtÞ ¼ m  Ravg ðt  1Þ þ ð1  mÞ  Rmeasured ðtÞ
t ¼ tstab ; ifjRavg ðtÞ  Rmeasured ðtÞj 6 Ravg ðtÞ  r

ð8Þ

where Ravg is the moving average of the arrival rate at the client, and Rmeasured is the measured arrival rate at the client. The
Rmeasured would be reported periodically to the server via the feedback information. In Eq. (8), m is the parameter for the moving average model, and r is the parameter for affordable bandwidth variation.
3.4. Constrained streaming in application layer
In general, an unconstrained streaming model is used for stored-video streaming using TCP transport to fully utilize network resources [1]. In this unconstrained streaming model, the streaming application sends stream data to the transport
layer as fast as the socket buffer allows, and delegates all streaming-rate control to the transport layer. Therefore, it is possible that the application sends all stream data to the transport layer even before the actual streaming service ends. This
means that the application cannot create more TCP connections, even though the streaming bandwidth has decreased,
and more auxiliary TCP connections are required because all the data have already been sent to the transport layer from
the application. In our system design, the application must be in progress until the end of the streaming session because
it controls the streaming-rate by adjusting the number of TCP connections adaptively. For this reason, application of the proposed system regulates the data sending-rate to the transport layer until the end of the streaming session; we simply use the
leaky bucket model with the token rate l  q, which is shown in Fig. 4. In this ﬁgure, q is the sending-rate scale parameter.
Although a large value of q can lead to faster transmission of streaming data in a non-congested network, we set this close to
1 ð1 6 q < 2Þ in the system implementation to control the number of TCP connections until the end of the video-streaming
session.
3.5. Send-buffer fair-scheduling for multiple TCP connections
When the streaming application uses multiple TCP connections for streaming, if it schedules streaming data in a roundrobin fashion, the utilization of each TCP send-buffer can be inequitable due to random packet loss among the TCP connections. Therefore, use of the TCP connections should be distributed evenly to minimize additional playout delay. Therefore, in
the proposed system, streaming data are adaptively scheduled by the application according to the status of each TCP sendbuffer. For this process, the TCP socket layer API is deﬁned and used to inform the application layer of the send-buffer status
of each TCP socket. Thus, whenever the application sends streaming data, it uses the TCP connection with the least occupied
send-buffer, as shown in Fig. 5.
3.6. Resource-aware multiple TCP connection: multiple increase and linear decrease
In the proposed algorithm, the server ﬁrst determines the guard interval for one TCP connection using the measured arrival rate from the client. Then, whenever the server receives feedback information from the client, it anticipates the PoB

Fig. 4. Leaky bucket for the constrained streaming.
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Fig. 5. Send-buffer fair-scheduling for multiple TCP connections.

status for the immediate future using the linear regression model of the number of bytes arrived and the deterministic playback model. We use tguard for the estimation interval of arrived bytes ðDtÞ based on the deﬁnition of the guard interval.
If the estimated PoB status falls below the speciﬁed low-threshold level, then the server module creates as many auxiliary
TCP connections as required at one time. To reduce the computational complexity of the server application, knewþ , the number of new auxiliary TCP connections to be created, is determined by this simple proportional equation:

Ntot : kcurr ¼ Rtot : Ravg
Ntot þ knewþ : kcurr þ knewþ ¼ Rtot : l

ð9Þ

In Eq. (9), N tot is the total number of TCP ﬂows, kcurr is the number of currently open TCP connections for the streaming session, knewþ is the number of new auxiliary connections required, and Rtot is the total bandwidth of the server’s uplink channel.
We assume that Rtot is preset in the server application. Then, Eq. (9) yields knewþ as follows:

( jðlR
knewþ ¼

avg ÞRtot
ðRtot lÞRavg

0

 kcurr

k

if

l > Ravg

ð10Þ

otherwise

Once a server has created new auxiliary TCP connections for a streaming session, it will not perform any more PoB estimates
or threshold checks during the guard interval. This is to prevent unnecessary overuse of TCP connections as explained in Section 3.3.
If the estimated future PoB level is greater than the user-deﬁned high threshold level, then the streaming server decreases
the number of auxiliary TCP connections by one to prevent a sudden decrease of bandwidth during streaming. Including
these increase and decrease steps, the overall control ﬂows for the server application are shown in Fig. 6.
4. Simulation results
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, we simulated the four service cases: case 1 involved simultaneous streaming support for multiple heterogeneous clients, while case 2 covered simultaneous video-streaming and content download services. Cases 3 and 4 included simultaneous streaming to heterogeneous client groups and downloading in
the large-scale peer-to-peer and client-server network topology. That is, case 1 and 2 were performed on a small scale with a
simple network topology to analyze the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm with regard to many different aspects, such as
service-fairness, bandwidth utilization, and number of TCP connections used. In addition, cases 3 and 4 were performed with a
more complex and large-scale service scenario to verify the performance enhancement of the proposed algorithm with a more
realistic service network topology. All service cases were simulated with the trace-driven network simulator NS-2 [7] and the
EvalVid [8] module, incorporating some changes to support TCP-based video streaming. For comparison, we simulated each
service case with three different types of system: our proposed system, a conventional system that uses one TCP connection
for video-streaming, and a system with a ﬁxed number of MultiTCP connections [5]. The server in the proposed system was
conﬁgured to use a minimum of 1 and an adaptive maximum of 15 TCP connections for each video-streaming session, and the
server in the MultiTCP system was set to always use 10 TCP connections per session. For guard interval estimation, m and r in
Eq. (8) were set to 0.85 and 0.05, respectively, in the proposed system. In addition, the sending-rate scale parameter, q in Fig. 4,
was set to 1.05 in accordance with the design purpose, which was addressed in Section 3.4.
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Fig. 6. Flow diagram of server application.

To evaluate the service quality and the fairness of service quality, we used the rebuffering occurrence count and fairness
index measure, respectively. The rebuffering occurrence count was captured during media streaming in the client system.
We used Jain’s fairness index equation to measure service-fairness [9]. This measure can be used to evaluate the service quality fairness of the overall system as it uses normalized resource allocation for each service group, which can be obtained by
comparing ideally required and actually observed resources for each service ﬂow. To obtain the service-fairness index, we
ﬁrst categorized each video-streaming and download service into service category i according to the desired service bandwidth. Without any loss of generality, all download services were grouped into one-download service category, because
download services can be regarded as a best-effort service, without any stringent bandwidth requirement.

xi ¼ T i =Oi

2
P
xi
FI ¼ nP 2
n xi

ð11Þ

n

In Eq. (11), normalized bandwidth xi for service category i is calculated from the value of the measured bulk-transfer capacity
(BTC) metric [10] T i over the desired service bandwidth Oi . The BTC metric T i is deﬁned in Eq. (12). The desired service bandUplink Bandwidth
in the case of a
width Oi is the playout rate of the video content in the case of a video-streaming service, and Total
Total Service Session
download service. The closer the fairness index is to 1, the more fair the service will be by this measure.


T i ¼ AVERAGEk2i

Sent Datak
Elapsed Service Timek


ð12Þ

4.1. Service case 1: media streaming to heterogeneous clients
In this service simulation, we created the service network setup shown in Fig. 7. A server peer serves streaming services
for heterogeneous clients that have different PoB sizes and required video content playout rates. The maximum bandwidth
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Fig. 7. Simulation topology for service case 1, heterogeneous client streaming.

of the server was 2.6 Mbps. We assumed that call admission control for video-streaming sessions was performed based on
the total uplink bandwidth of the server peer, and thus the four video sessions in Fig. 7 were successfully accepted, as
1024K þ 768K þ 512K þ 128K ¼ 2432K < 2:6M. The four video sessions were started randomly within a period of 60 s,
and the simulation was repeated 1000 times.
Table 1 shows the average results of the simulation for service case 1. In this table, AVERAGE_REBUF_COUNT and AVERAGE_SERVICE_FI mean the average rebuffering occurrence count and the average service-fairness index, respectively. CONV,
M-TCP and MATS represent the conventional system, the MultiTCP [5] system and the proposed MATS system, respectively.
Clients that requested higher-quality video content (higher playout rate) suffered more sluggish playback due to playout
buffer underrun in the conventional and MultiTCP systems. However, in the proposed MATS system, all clients suffered relatively small deterioration and even occurrences of playout buffer underrun. Note that although the occurrence of rebuffering of the lowest-quality video user increased slightly, that of the highest-quality video user was signiﬁcantly reduced. The
overall fairness index of the proposed system is extremely close to 1, meaning that a fair streaming service among heterogeneous clients was successfully achieved.
Figs. 8–10 shows the time-varying PoB status and the streaming bandwidth in the case when four video-streaming sessions started simultaneously. Figs. 8a and 9a indicate that clients of the highest video quality in the conventional and MultiTCP [5] systems suffered frequent playout buffer underrun. Moreover, the lowest video-quality client did not use the PoB
continuously in these systems. Although in the simulation we did not consider the PoB overﬂow, this is possible, and can
cause an additional playback delay or video frame loss in a real system with a relatively small PoB. All the clients in the proposed MATS system used their PoB uniformly, in proportion to the requested playout rate of video content, and in accordance with the PoB size of each heterogeneous client. From the results shown in Figs. 8b and 9b, we can verify the cause
of sluggish playback in the conventional and MultiTCP systems. In these systems, each stream clearly shares the limited uplink bandwidth of the server equitably, and as soon as the lower-quality video-streaming session ends, other higher-quality
video-streaming sessions receive more streaming bandwidth. This fair sharing of bandwidth causes quality degradation of
higher-quality video-streaming clients, as shown in Table 1 and Figs. 8a and 9a. However, in the proposed system, quality
fair sharing instead of bandwidth fair sharing was achieved by guaranteeing sufﬁcient streaming bandwidth for each client
according to its anticipated PoB status as shown in Fig. 10b.
Fig. 11 shows the variation in the number of TCP connections used for each heterogeneous video-streaming session. As
shown in this ﬁgure, the proposed system created and deleted auxiliary TCP connections adaptively in accordance with the
estimated PoB status of each streaming client. The maximum numbers of TCP connections used were ﬁve, four, three, and
one, respectively, for each client set, proportional to the heterogeneous client requirements, such as encoding rate and
PoB size.

Table 1
Simulation result for service case 1.

AVERAGE_REBUF_COUNT

AVERAGE_SERVICE_FI

Client1
Client2
Client3
Client4

CONV

M-TCP

MATS

12.52
2.19
0.00
0.00

11.91
3.14
0.01
0.00

1.20
0.20
0.13
0.16

0.77520

0.75408

0.99989
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Fig. 8. Simulation result for service case1: conventional system.
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Fig. 9. Simulation result for service case1: MultiTCP system.

4.2. Service case 2: simultaneous media sharing via downloading and streaming
For simulation of service case 2, we used MPEG-4 compressed bitstreams encoded with a CBR of 512 kbps, 30 frames/s,
and a play time of 10 min. This type of compressed video clip is commonly used both for video-streaming and content download services. The initial pre-roll time was set to 5 s and other parameters related to the network topology are shown in
Fig. 12. Using these conditions, we randomly generated three video content download services and one video-streaming service in a period of 60 s. Random generation of the four services was repeated 1000 times, similar to the simulation of service
case 1.
Table 2 shows the average results of the simulation for service case 2. In this table, AVERAGE_SERV_TIME means the average elapsed time for media streaming service and content downloading service. The streaming client in the proposed system
experienced little sluggish playback (average rebuffering occurrence 1.01 times), while the others suffered frequent rebuffering. Furthermore, the time taken to stream the video was signiﬁcantly reduced as compared to the other systems, while
the average times required for content download with the three systems were almost the same. This was because the content download service can rapidly take up more bandwidth efﬁciently as soon as video-streaming ends, and this behavior of
the proposed system contributed to the production of better fairness index results. The average service-fairness index of the
proposed system was very close to 1, indicating that service quality fairness between download and streaming services was
achieved.
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Fig. 10. Simulation result for service case1: proposed system.
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Fig. 11. TCP connection variations for each streaming client in the proposed system.

Fig. 12. Simulation topology for service case 2, simultaneous streaming and downloading services.

Figs. 13 and 14 shows the comparisons of PoB status and service bandwidth as functions of time for the case when all four
services start simultaneously. The PoB status in Fig. 13 represents the remain bytes of streaming data in PoB, and therefore,
sustaining of low PoB level means the lack of streaming bandwidth and it can be connected to the PoB underrun. In Fig. 13, as
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Table 2
Simulation result for service case 2.

AVERAGE_SERV_TIME (sec)

Streaming
Downloading

AVERAGE_REBUF_COUNT
AVERAGE_SERVICE_FI

CONV

M-TCP

MATS

1487.83
1487.12

745.44
1526.45

603.48
1501.06

176.71
0.8423

38.52
0.9831

1.01
0.9984
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Fig. 13. Time-varying PoB status comparison.

the server of the MultiTCP system uses ﬁxed multiple TCP connections from the beginning of a streaming session, it stores
more streaming data than the proposed MATS during the ﬁrst 100 s. However, after this time, the proposed MATS shows
much better performance than the MultiTCP system because it continues to create more auxiliary TCP connections until
it reserves sufﬁcient streaming bandwidth. Fig. 14 shows the total content download rate of three FTP services vs. the
streaming-rate in the three systems. In the conventional system, the streaming session used only 25% of the total uplink
bandwidth due to the fair-share characteristics of TCP transport. Although the server of the MultiTCP system uses 10 TCP
connections, streaming bandwidth could be decreased because it delegates rate control function entirely to the transport
layer and uses multiple TCP connections in a round-robin manner regardless of the status of each TCP connection. However,
in the proposed system, the streaming server can guarantee sufﬁcient streaming bandwidth as it performs application layer
streaming-rate control using multiple adaptive TCP connections. This ﬁgure also shows why the time taken to serve the content download service in the proposed system is almost the same as in the other systems; the content download services can
rapidly acquire more bandwidth as soon as the video-streaming service ends, as explained above.
Fig. 15 shows the average incidences of rebuffering of a video-streaming session as a function of downloading service sessions. In this simulation, various numbers of downloading services and one video-streaming service began randomly within
60 s and were iterated 100 times. Note that, because the MultiTCP system cannot adaptively use multiple TCP connections
with consideration of each TCP channel status that shows quasi-random characteristics, the utilization of each TCP send-buffer can occasionally differ markedly from the others. This behavior results in the very large standard deviation of the occurrence of rebuffering in the MultiTCP system even though the average is much lower than that in the conventional system.
However, the proposed MATS shows an extremely stable and low incidence of rebuffering regardless of the number of underlying downloading services.
4.3. Service case 3: peer-to-peer-like service case with complex network topology
To verify the performance of the proposed algorithm in a realistic service example, we simulated a more complex and
large-scale peer-to-peer-like service environment. As shown in Fig. 16, each server and client peer was connected to a service
network via a user access network, which was asymmetric and had narrower bandwidth than the backbone network in this
service case. Furthermore, ﬁve local service groups were composed of at least one content server peer and many other client
peers. For example, in the case where there is one content server peer in each group, each server peer in each group serves
one 1 Mbps, one 512 kbps, and one 128 kbps streaming service and one downloading service simultaneously to the client
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Fig. 14. Simulation result comparison for service case2.
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Fig. 16. Simulation topology of service case 3.

peers in the other groups. Therefore, a total of 20 peers participate simultaneously in the content sharing service as a server
or client peer in this case. We increased the number of server peers in each local group from one to ﬁve, and thus the total
number of active peers was between 20 and 100.
Figs. 17 and 18 shows the average rebuffering occurrence of streaming services in each client and overall service-fairness
index variations as the number of active peers increases. As network congestion occurs mainly at the server peer’s ﬁrst-mile
link, which was conﬁgured as 2 Mbps, simulation results of rebuffering occurrence and the fairness index were relatively
consistent regardless of the service network scale and the workload of the server peer. For this reason, although the service
network scale increased to more than 100 active peers, similar consistent results were expected in this simulation. Note that
the average rebuffering occurrence of 1 Mbps streaming clients was reduced signiﬁcantly in the proposed system. Moreover,
all clients in the proposed system experienced a relatively even occurrence of rebuffering, whereas the 1 Mbps streaming
clients suffered an extremely high rebuffering occurrence rate in the other systems. The overall service-fairness index of
the proposed algorithm was very close to 1, indicating that quality-fair service was achieved even in a large-scale peerto-peer-like service environment, as shown in Fig. 18.
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Fig. 17. Average variations in occurrence of rebuffering with increases in number of active peers.
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Fig. 18. Service-fairness index variations with increments in number of active peers.

4.4. Service case 4: large-scale simulation for content-distribution-server case
In this service case, we applied the proposed system to a content-distribution-server with limited bandwidth of 200 Mbps
that has to serve streaming data to heterogeneous clients and downloading services simultaneously (Fig. 19). For scalable
service simulation, we ﬁrst grouped 1 Mbps, 512 kbps, and 128 kbps streaming and one-download service clients into an
independent service group. Therefore, each service group required bandwidth of more than 1.64 Mbps. We increased the
number of service groups from 20 to 120, which resulted in the creation of a maximum of 480 active clients and, eventually,
saturation of the server’s uplink bandwidth.
The large-scale simulation results of the content-distribution-server case are shown in Figs. 20 and 21. Although the number of active service clients increased, the overall performance of the proposed system was superior to the other systems
with regard to average rebuffering occurrence and the service-fairness index. Note that when 12 groups and 480 clients were
activated, the uplink network of the content-distribution-server was fully saturated by streaming clients, which requested a
total of 196.4 Mbps. In this case, although the average rebuffering occurrence was similar for all clients among the three systems, for the highest-quality streaming clients the proposed system signiﬁcantly outperformed the others. This was because
512 kbps and 128 kbps streaming clients suffered rebuffering relatively rarely, whereas the highest-quality 1 Mbps streaming clients suffered very frequent rebuffering in the conventional and MultiTCP systems. However, all heterogeneous clients
in the proposed system experienced even rebuffering during the network congestion stage, which resulted in better quality
fairness. This can be veriﬁed from the service-fairness index graph shown in Fig. 21. In this ﬁgure, the service-fairness of the

Fig. 19. Simulation topology of service case 4.
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Fig. 21. Service-fairness index variations with increments in number of active clients.

proposed system remained close to 1 (0.92–0.99), whereas the values the other methods decreased as the network became
more congested.
5. Conclusions
We have designed a practical video-streaming system with adaptive multiple TCP connections to guarantee the videostreaming QoS while providing service quality fairness among simultaneous video-streaming and content download
services. The proposed algorithm uses system resources such as bandwidth and the PoB efﬁciently, and can guarantee quality-fairness, unlike conventional systems based on TCP transport. To use multiple TCP connections adaptively, in accordance
with system resources, we used a window-based linear regression model for estimating the PoB status for the immediate
future. Simulation results conﬁrmed the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm and its ability to enhance video-streaming
quality. The proposed system can achieve service quality fairness successfully by guaranteeing the quality of each video
streaming session without the quality loss of other service sessions. This algorithm can be efﬁciently adapted to a P2P video
content sharing environment, especially in systems with limited ﬁrst-mile bandwidth such as ADSL, mobile WiMax, and
WCDMA.
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